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About This Game

Do you think you could survive without electricity?

Find out in Powerless - The Interactive Doomsday Simulator. Explore London after a catastrophic solar flare plunges the city
into darkness and renders all electronic devices and transport useless. Try and keep your Personas alive as you face the elements

without help from the digital world.

Powerless is an interactive fiction game which explores how electricity dominates our society and how much we would struggle
without it.

Without electricity, how will you communicate? Without power, how will hospitals look after patients? Without running water,
how will anyone survive?

Filled with exciting survival situations, Powerless will test your knowledge of the natural world and push the limits of what you
believe society is capable of.

Adventures include:
- Land a helicopter during a solar storm
- Deliver a baby without medical help
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- Fight a wounded gorilla
- Join the army and become a sniper

- Escape from a prison
- Build a battery from scratch

...and many more.

Each challenge is narrated via an interactive story where you control every action. Will your choices help save lives or put your
own in danger? The choice is yours.

As you move through the levels of Powerless, you will gain a Survival Rating based on how you behave in each level. Are you
honest or will you lie to survive? Are you brave or will you avoid danger at all costs? Are you resourceful or are you clueless
when it comes to survival? Will you help others, or will you only help yourself? As your rating improves, new adventures and

Personas will be unlocked, it's up to you how you behave, but there will be consequences.

Highlights
* Explore 16 levels of Interactive Fiction.

* Each level is an opportunity to improve your Survival Rating.
* Unlock 7 different Personas and try to keep them alive to complete the game.

* Repeat and replay to improve your Survival Rating and unlock new adventures.
* Beautiful character artwork.

* Over 250,000 words of fiction to read.
* Haunting sound design and special effects.

Throughout Powerless you will be guided by our A.I named MAUDE (Mobile Assessment Unit of Doomsday Events).

Answer MAUDE's psychological profiling questions and she will assign you different Londoners to test your metal in an
apocalyptic London without electricity. Work your way through the levels with each Persona to see if you can become a survival

master and complete the game.
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great game i bought it day one but since it didnt have leaderboards i refunded it but just rebought it after i heard about the
update now im addicted
it still needs a way to get back to the main menu and leaderboards without having to exit and restart the game other than that
totally replayable blast fest with good variety of stuff. Fun to play and easy to pick up! Lots of mission types during the
campaign keeps the gameplay fresh. Multiplayer mode is fun at parties!. Game for the pros!. decent game so far.. Fun game but
you can only play 1 game on free game. It looks like a decent platformer. Don't be fooled though,
it's\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. Brings me right back to 10 years ago playing Wii Baseball on my 32cm TV in my
bedroom at my parent's house. Fun little batting sim with great physics and batting mechanics. Feels great when you nail a ball
sweetly. Very realistic.

Could use some basic settings such as the ability to turn off the music and to move the hitting position. Would rather it to the
side than the center to give more swinging room, I'm always afraid I'm going to hit something. Having to the squeeze the grip to
hold the bat constantly tires out my hand somewhat too.

Other than that, fun little game and shows the potential for a full baseball game in the future.. I played it few years ago, when it
wasn't on steam yet. I don't remember everything but what I do remember is that it was a wonderful experience for me. The
developers created a fantastic world and they've put a lot of love into it, I'm sure of that.

It's an interesting RPG with few twists here and there. In short:

The combat system is the one and only weakness of the game. If you really love fighting and you are not interested in other
game mechanics then this is not a game for you.

The item progression is really good and there is a lot of interesting items to be found.

There is a good number of interesting skills.

The characters are fresh and funny and amazing!

A lot of puzzles and interaction with items in the world.

It's just a wonderful little RPG, it's different from other games. It will take you around 20 hours to finish. I would play it on easy
difficulty so you are not bothered with the combat. It's not hard by any means, but why bother.

Go play it! Are you playing it yet?. Very funny and challenging game- simple, but it makes you think... not as easy as one might
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imagine at first sight!
Would recommend to anyone who wants a simple but addictive game to while away some time :-). Typical nonsense where the
songs say thay are downloaded but they aren't. -.- Tried restarting Steam\/Rocksmith several times. I really wish they woudl
figure out how to do this cleanly.
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Doest not load in xplane 11. This is such a cute and fun little game. It's also somewhat challenging. I loved the music.
The 'extra game' is even more difficult, but still enjoyable as well.. Not really sure what I should write about this game, other
then that it's a very calm and relaxing game for anyone interested in the concept of producing and selling your own wine and I
simply wanted to recommend it and give it a good score.. Ijust purchased this Loco and for me it only rolls down the track. I can
only control the speed inside of the cab. None of the controls work and the valve \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 wont close
like the bigboy. It has a loud steam hissing sound that never leaves . you can haddly hear the train sounds for this noise. I can not
find a way to fix it. It should have worked when sold or give a refund. Problem is after 2 hours there is no refund! I have the
same problem with the Big boy. I have two new locos that are usless to me. they never worked from the time I purchased them.
Im not happy with , and dont trust any purchases I make for this game.. fun couch co-op game to play with your friends, and it's
free! there's no reason you shouldn't try it out. Great soundtrack as well. For gameplay and hints:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=NXln4ydDXoQ

Here's the basics:
- Short, can beat it in about 20 minutes
- Really cool environment in the first few sections, but can cause slowdown with all the foliage and effects
- You leave that cool environment for a boring cave quickly
- The main mechanic in the cave section is clunky and doesn't feel good
- Nothing to difficult, just frustrating at parts

If the first section was the basis for the game, I'd be down to recommend. But the bulk is spent in a cave with lame mechanics.
That, plus a really short amount of content, means I can't recommend it.. This DLC gives you a different take on the Terrans.
The United Earth faction has 2 racial traits in common with the Terran Alliance with UE having 2 other traits (one of which is a
+2) and Ta having 3. They both have the Engineers ability (shipyards production decays at half the normal rate) with the Terran
Alliance having the Colonizers ability (Colonies first improvement free) and United Earth getting the new Experienced ability
(25% extra experience for ships from battles).

The two Terran factions do use the same parts and colours but would you really expect that in a 60 year range the external look
of the ships would change that drastically. United Earth has been given a different leader due to them being based of earlier
Terrans.

The are 2 campaign missions (the Snathi pack had just 1) so take that into consideration if you consider the reuse of the Terran
parts to be cheap. I'll edit this post more when I've had a chance to play the missions.
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